Dear Sir or Madam

The AllTraIn consortium would like to inform you about the 1st AllTraIn Workshop (“All-Hazard-Guide for Transport Infrastructure”) (www.alltrain-project.eu) in Bonn, Germany.

THE PROJECT

The project AllTraIn – being funded by the European Commission DG General Home Affairs under the Prevention, Preparedness and Consequence Management of Terrorism and other Security-related Risks Program (CIPS) - aims to contribute to the development of a secure, effective and functional transport network across Europe by identifying and assessing all possible threats to transport infrastructures. By considering road and rail structures, as well as multi-modal transport hubs, the project accounts for the interconnectiveness of transport across Europe. Furthermore, the final assessment of transport infrastructure regarding various threats will be compiled into a guide for owners and operators of transport networks in order to enable them to obtain information on which of their infrastructures might potentially be susceptible to a specific threat and which specific threat might potentially have the largest impact on their structures.
The first AllTraIn-Workshop will be held on the 23rd of October in Bonn, Germany, at the Hotel Günnewig Residence Bonn.

The workshop is specifically aimed at experts as well as owners and operators who are interested in hazards and security issues relevant to transport infrastructure. The consortium will present recent results of the project and participants will have the opportunity for discussion in an informal atmosphere.

Preliminary Program:

- First project results
- Hazard identification and security threats to road an rail infrastructure
- Infrastructure categorization and susceptibility of infrastructure to specific hazards
- Assessment methodology
- Guide for owners and operators

If you want to register for the workshop you can use the registration form in the annex. A detailed program will follow soon.

For more information (reports, activities, etc.) please visit our project website under www.alltrain-project.eu.

In case of questions or if you like to unsubscribe to the AllTrain Newsletter, please write to alltrain@bast.de indicating your name, institution and email address.

With kind regards
The AllTraIn Consortium

BASSt
Federal Highway Research Institute (Germany)

ILF ZT GmbH
Consulting Engineers (Austria)

CENOR
Consulting Engineers (Portugal)

CDV
Transport Research Center (Czech Republic)
Announcement: 1\textsuperscript{st} AllTrain Workshop

The AllTrain Consortium would like to cordially invite you to the first AllTrain Workshop taking place in Bonn, Germany.

The workshop is specifically aimed at experts as well as owners and operators who are interested in hazards and security issues relevant to road and rail transport infrastructure. The consortium will present recent results of the project and participants will have the opportunity for discussion in an informal atmosphere.

Program:

- First project results
- Hazard identification and security threats to road and rail infrastructure
- Infrastructure categorization and susceptibility of infrastructure to specific hazards
- Assessment methodology
- Guide for owners and operators

The workshop will be held on

\textbf{23/10/2014}
10:30 am to 4 pm
at
Hotel Residence Günnewig Bonn
Kaiserplatz 11, 53113 Bonn

The workshop is \textbf{free of charge}. Refreshments and lunch will be provided during the workshop. In addition, there will be a possibility for a \textbf{re-imbursement} of the travel costs for workshop participants up to 200 €.

To register please use the form on the flipside. Please register by the 10\textsuperscript{th} of October at the latest. A detailed agenda will follow soon.

For more information (reports, activities, etc.) please visit our project website under \url{www.alltrain-project.eu}.
Workshop registration form for AllTraIn Workshop, 23.10.2014, Bonn, Germany

Registration:

Family Name: ___________________________ First Name: ____________________

Organization: __________________________ Department: ____________________

Postal Address: __________________________

Postcode & City: __________________________ Country: ____________________

Telephone: ___________________________ E-Mail: ________________

The workshop is free of charge. Participants will be provided with refreshments and lunch during the workshop and travel costs can be re-imbursed up to 200 €. Please register by the 10th of October at the latest.

Please send your registration by email to alltrain@bast.de or by fax to +49 (0)220443693

Organizer: The workshop will be organized by the AllTraIn Consortium

Contact Details: Phone: +49 (0)2204-43838 Fax: +49 (0)2204-43693 E-Mail: alltrain@bast.de

Data privacy statement: All data and other information collected are accessible only to AllTraIn project allocated staff of project partners: BAST, ILF, CENOR and CDV exclusively for the AllTraIn project.